Official supplier and partner
to the DTM, the German touring
car championship

ATS SALES

INNOVATION WINTER 2019/20

SUPERIOR INDUSTRIES
Leichtmetallräder Germany GmbH
Gustav-Kirchhoff-Str. 10
67098 Bad Dürkheim, Germany

Brandnew! AUVORA combines a timeless, sporty look with
up-to-the-minute edginess. The subtle twist of the five
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Dealer

AUVORA

Subject to error and change.
No liability accepted for inaccuracy. Design is protected intellectual property.
Conditions of sale, delivery and payment available at www.supind.com/gtc

spokes ensures this wheel will stand out on any road and
your car.

WHEEL
EDITION
WINTER 2019/20

Available sizes: 16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“
Available in dark-grey and polar-silver
Application: 5-hole ABE and ECE
Class: DESIGN LINE

* 5 years warranty according to our conditions of sale, delivery and payment,
available at www.supind.com/gtc

DESIGN LINE

DESIGN LINE
ATS – trust in the Original
With our DESIGNLINE you benefit from more than 40 years’ experience in the
production of top-notch quality wheels. At the same time you don’t have

AUVORA

dark-grey
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“

AUVORA

polar-silver
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“

EVOLUTION

dark-grey
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“

EVOLUTION

polar-silver
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“

ANTARES

diamond-black
15“ . 16“ . 17“ . 18“

ANTARES

polar-silver
15“ . 16“ . 17“ . 18“

to compromise in terms of quality and durability despite the low purchase
price. The expertise of our motorsports and forged wheel development is
incorporated directly into every single one of our design wheels. DESIGNLINE
offers modern wheel designs combined with the high ATS quality standards
and attractive prices.

PERFORMANCE LINE
FlowForming technology
Less weight per wheel without any loss of stability – flow forming makes this
possible. Parts of the cast rim blank are rolled out and compressed using this

MIZAR

diamond-black
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“ . 20“ . 21“

MIZAR

polar-silver
16“ . 17“ . 18“ . 19“ . 20“ . 21“

PERFEKTION

royal-silver
19“

EMOTION

racing-black
16“ . 17“ . 18“

EMOTION

polar-silver
16“ . 17“ . 18“

Stickers
optional

TWISTER

dark-grey
15“ . 16“ . 17“ . 18“

TWISTER

polar-silver
15“ . 16“ . 17“ . 18“

STREETRALLYE

dark-grey
15“ . 16“

STREETRALLYE

polar-silver
15“ . 16“

STREETRALLYE

RADIAL

process. As a result, cutting machining is not necessary. This not only saves
racing-grey
16“ . 17“ . 18“

Stickers
optional

racing-black
17“ . 18“

STREETRALLYE

resources but also enables thinner wall thickness with high stability – a crucial
driving dynamics advantage in the area of the unsprung mass. The lower
weight of up to 16 kg per vehicle also reduces emissions.

rallye-white
17“ . 18“

PERFORMANCE LINE
Official supplier and partner
to the DTM, the German touring
car championship

from 10,8 kg

from 10,8 kg

* 5 years warranty according to our conditions of sale, delivery and payment,
available at www.supind.com/gtc
Selected applications ECE certified

AUVORA

dark-grey

RACELIGHT

racing-black
FLOWFORMING 19“ . 20“

RACELIGHT

royal-silver
FLOWFORMING 19“ . 20“

www. ATSwheels.com

